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Abstract
Software systems in health care, such as disease and
medical-record management, or financial applications,
such as customer relationship and portfolio management,
have very often a temporal nature. Information is specified
in form of rules as a pre-step for monitoring the changes
of interest in the application. Managing such applications
requires to provide replay support for managed information
at any specified review period. This paper presents a replay support method for information formalized as rules.
This method is based on an XML-based model and a replay query language for the rule-based information. We introduce the model and the language using a clinical case
study, and evaluates the storage efficiency of the model and
the performance of the query.

1. Introduction
Several applications of information systems are temporal
in nature. Examples include health care applications, such
as disease and medical-record management, and financial
applications, such as customer relationship and portfolio
management. Information of these applications is specified
in form of rules as a pre-step for monitoring the changes
of interest in the application. In health-care, several approaches, such as Arden Syntax [12], HyperCare [8], PLAN
[13], and AIM [18], have been presented to specify and
execute heath-care information using the Event-ConditionAction (ECA) rules paradigm [21]. Furthermore, financial
information has been managed using ECA rule-based approaches, such as [2, 7, 9].
The execution history of the rule-based information represents several information scenes. The ability of replaying
these scenes enhances the reporting and decision-support
capabilities in the organization. The replay support facilitates the information analysis and mining to discover and
understand information trends. Providing a replay support
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management for the rule-based information as an extension
for the modern database systems (DBSs) is the main topic
of investigation in this paper.
The starting point for information analysis and mining
is to keep the evolution history of such information and to
provide the ability to replay this history at a high level. The
replay support is to help to find out information, such as the
time at which the rule-based information became active, at
which a rule was executed, why it was executed, what was
the action made, and how many times a rule was executed.
Therefore, the replay support provides a motion picture that
depicts the evolution of a specific task or activity supported
by such information.
There is a need to move the complexity of manipulating
and querying the rule-based information and its execution
history from user/application code to a high level declarative language. This paper presents a replay support management that is based on XML technologies, such as XML
Schema and XQuery, and is supported within the modern
DBSs. This replay support management provides a model
for representing the rule-based information and capturing
its execution history, and a replay query language for replaying the evolution of such information.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents an XMLbased model for the rule-based information and its execution history. Section 4 introduces our replay query language
that provides a high-level reply support for the evolution of
the rule-based information, Section 5 presents our developed system that utilizes modern DBSs to implement our
model and language. Section 6 includes first experimental
evaluation results. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives
an outlook on future research.

2. Related Work
In the area of active XML, an event-driven mechanism
based on the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule paradigm
[21] is incorporated into XML to provide an advanced ac-

tive behavior. We have classified the languages, which
have been produced in this area, into three categories: The
languages in the first category play the same role as the
high level SQL trigger standard, such as Active XQuery
[6], or an Event-Condition-Action language for XML [5].
These languages support the reactive applications at the
level of rules and triggers. The languages in the second category, such as AXML [1], Active XML Schemas [23], and
XChange [4], utilize the event-driven mechanism to support a specific reactive application, such as the Web content
management. The languages of the third category use XML
only to standardize the rule-based information as individual
rules, such as ARML [11].
The RuleML languages aim at providing a standard rule
language that is interoperability platform [26, 27]. Wanger
in [26] classified the ECA rule paradigm as a subtype of
the RuleML language. The RuleML language has been utilized to support semantic Web and business applications,
such as in [20, 22]. However, the RuleML languages formalize the rule-based information as individual rules, not
as a unified distinct entity that could be instantiated. Languages proposed in both areas, active XML and RuleML,
overlook the need to keep and replay the evolution history
of the rule-based information as a pre-step to analyze and
mine the execution history of such information.
Managing real situations in reactive applications requires
temporal support, such as temporal triggers and events, as
discussed in HiPAC [25]. The support for temporal condition over the history of non rule-based information was
studied by Sistla in [24]. Temporal storage models, such as
[3], and temporal query support, such as [14, 19], are proposed in the area of temporal XML. There is a lack of support for querying temporal XML data that represents rulebased information. A temporal support is required to store
and retrieve the history of such information.
The replay support management presented in this paper
is part of the AIM language, which has been developed by
Mansour [15, 16] for specifying, instantiating and maintaining rule-based information. The AIM language is based on
XML and ECA rule paradigm [18], and has been implemented using a system, called AIMS [17] that extends the
DBS utilities to support the advanced management required
for the rule-based information. Our replay support provides
a high-level method for playing over again the history of the
rule-based information.

3. A Model for the Rule-Based Information
The rule-based information is specified in a generic form
as a skeleton for generating plans suiting a specific domain
entity. An example is the generic specification of the test ordering protocol developed for diabetic patients, from which
several patient plans are generated to suit particular patients.

For more details, the reader is referred to [18, 16, 15].
This section presents a model, called DRD OC, for formalizing the plans generated for specific domain entities
and their evolution as a temporal XML document. DRD OC
stands for Dynamic Rule-based Document. It consists of
two main parts; an active part and passive part.
The active part represents the reactive behavior of the
rule-based information, and is formalized as rules, which
are coded as a trigger or several triggers. These triggers
are used to register the rule-based information in the system. The passive part represents the descriptive information, which represents the states of the rule-based information and its evolution. This part is subject to actions that log
the execution history of the rule-based information. Therefore, the DRD OC document grows over time. The passive
part is modelled as time-varying information.

Figure 1. The XML Schema of DRD OC.

3.1. The XML Schema of DRD OC
The main part of the DRD OC model is the rule element
as shown in Figure 1 that illustrates the XML Schema of the
model. The rules representing the rule-based information
are classified into groups (schedule, protocol and global)
according to their objective and scope. Each rule element
contains a trigger or several triggers. The state element of a
rule records several values that show the status of the rule,
such as generated, registered, executed or inactive, the actual runtime evaluation of the rule components, event, condition and action, and who participated or causing the execution of the rule (actor). However, the state element under
the schedule and plan elements consists of value representing the state and validly period of such state.
The evolution history of the rule-based information is
presented as state element. The validity period represents a
time period, during which a component existed as a part of

the DRD OC document. A temporal XML support is needed
to realize the DRD OC model. The header element provide
descriptive information, such as the person in charge of the
plan. Each plan is generated from a specific skeletal plan,
whose ID is SPID, for a particular domain entity, whose ID
is DEID, with a title, such as patient plan, and has a period
within it the plan was valid.

For each diabetic patient, a patient plan is generated from
the generic plan by customizing the rules to a particular patient, i.e. using the admission time of the patient. It is assumed that the patient plans were registered at time point 1,
and the result of the ACR test is received three hours after
patient admission. The result was 33 and is greater than 25.

3.2. A Maintenance Mechanism
The ECA rule paradigm as implemented in database systems is a promising technology for supporting the execution
method of the DRD OC model. The DBSs provide support
for the active mechanism using triggers. Once the rules
of the DRD OC document are registered (installed) in the
DBS, the DBS becomes in charge of executing the triggers
representing these rules. Utilizing the database triggering
mechanism facilitates the integration of the DRD OC model
into the system managing the domain information, such as
the patient information system that manages the electronic
health care record.
The DRD OC model and its component are joined with
a validity period. That period refers to the period of existence, in which the component considered as part of the
DRD OC document. It is assumed that the valid time, which
is the time when the fact was true in the reality, is equal to
the transaction time, which is the time when the fact was
stored in the database. The validity period is represented as
a tuple,< start time, end time >. If the component has the
validity period < 5, NOW >, the component is currently
part of the DRD OC document since the time point 5.
Assume at time T2 , the state of a component having a
state S1 with validity period < T1 , NOW >, is changed to
S2 . Then the new state is added to the component with validity period < T2 , NOW > and the validity period of the
old state will be < T1 , T2 >. That means at time T2 , the
state of the component is changed from S1 to S2 . The validity period of a component, such as schedule or plan, is
equal to < minimum (start time), maximum (end time) >
of its sub-components.

3.3. An Example
We assume that there is a skeletal plan for diabetic
patients, which consist of two rules M AP1 and M AP2
grouped at the same schedule. The rule M AP1 is to be
fired two hours after patient admission to order an Albumin/Creatinine Ratio (ACR) test for the patient. The rule
M AP2 is to be fired once the result of the ACR test is received, if the result is greater than 25 then repeat the ACR
test every two days after patient admission, as an action.
This action is formalized as a new rule (M AP3 ).

Figure 2. A part of a patient plan.
According to this scenario, the patient plan was maintained as shown in Figure 2 that illustrates part of the patient plan four hours after the patient admission. The rule
M AP1 and M AP2 were generated at time point zero and
registered at time point 1. The generated status is a systemdefined status that happens at the generation time of an
entity-specific plan. Therefore, there is no need to the other
elements, such as actor or event. The rule M AP1 was fired
two hours after patient admission. Therefore, the status registered of rule M AP1 was valid from 1 to 2. The status
executed was added with validity period 2 to 2. The actual
evaluation of the event and action of M AP1 were recorded.
The rule M AP2 was fired three hours after patient admission. Therefore, the status registered of rule M AP2 was
valid from 1 to 3. The status executed was added with validity period 3 to 3. The evaluation of the event, condition,
and action of M AP2 were recorded. The rule M AP3 was
added at time point 3 and it is recorded that M AP2 caused
such modification.

4. A Replay Query Support
This section presents our replay query language, which
called AIMQL (Advanced Information Management Query
Language), and examples that demonstrate the AIMQL capabilities. The rule-based information and its execution
history are represented and stored as DRD OC document,
which is a temporal XML document compatible with the
XML model. Therefore, any XQuery engine could be
used to query them. However, querying the DRD OC documents demands special query operators, which are capable
of querying the history at a declarative and high level.

4.1. AIMQL Replay Language
The AIMQL replay language is a language that plays
over again the history of the DRD OC documents to show

in details the actions that were carried out during the execution of the rule-based information. Figure 3 illustrates the
XML Schema of the AIMQL replay query, which consists
of main three clauses REPLAY, SHOW and WHERE.

the when value is an indicator to show the validity period;
the why value is an indicator to show the event that causes
the firing, and the condition evaluated in order to execute the rule;
the who value is an indicator to show the actor participating in performing the rule;
the how value is an indicator to show the action carried out;
the what value is an indicator to show the corresponding
specification (the skeletal plan), from which the plan
is generated.

Figure 3. The AIMQL replay query structure.
The REPLAY clause indicates the element that is subject to be replayed. The replay queries are applied only to
the plan, schedule and rule elements, which are called replayable elements. Two or more replayable elements might
be joined (combined) in order to produce the query result.
By mapping the replay query into XQuery script, the utilized XQuery engine is to be in charge of managing the join
operation.
As shown in Figure 3, the REPLAY element consists of
a sequence of ReplayedObject elements, which consists of
a sequence of elements (objectType and variable). The objectType element is of token type restricted to values (plan,
schedule and rule). The variable element consists of a sequence of elements (name and test). The name element
refers to the variable name, which should be unique. The
test element is used to specify a condition that restricts the
variable to a specific plan, schedule or rule.
The SHOW clause determines which pieces of information are to be returned. As shown in Figure 3, SHOW element consists of a sequence of elements (infoKind and OF).
The OF element specifies replayable elements, whose replayed parts are to be specified using the infoKind element
and to be returned as a part of the query result.
OF might refer directly to the replayable element, which
should be defined in the REPLAY clause, or by using one of
the temporal functions supported by AIMQL. The OF element consists of a sequence of elements (variableName,
temporalFunction). The variableName element refers to
one of the defined variables under the REPLAY clause. The
temporalFuction element calls one of the supported temporal functions, such as overlaps, meets, first, valid and cast.
The infoKind element consists of at least one value element, which is restricted to the values (when, why, who,
how, and what). These values are used as an indicator to
specify the information of interest to the user, as follow:

The WHERE clause includes a comparison predicate,
which is used to restrict the number of elements returned
by the query. The WHERE clause eliminates all rows from
the result set where the comparison predicate does not evaluate to true. As shown in Figure 3, WHERE element has a
complex type that consists of a sequence of elements( simplePredicate and/or predicate). The simplePredicate element specifies a simple predicate that calls one of the temporal function, or a two side predicate that is consists of two
operands connected by an operator. The predicate element
is used in the case of dealing with composite predicate that
is consists of two simple predicates connected by a junction, which is and or or. The predicate element is a recursive element that calls itself in order to support N number
of composite predicates.

4.2. Examples
AIMQL is to be used to find out information that assists
the analysis and decision-making process. AIMQL queries
specify declaratively what is the user is interested to review.
Several examples are depicted in Figure 4.
In replay query 1, it is required to retrieve the history of
the patient plan no (@DEID,@SPID) (X,PID) over the period from TP1 to TP2. In this query the variables X, PID,
TP1, and TP2 are to be replaced with appropriate values.
The replay query returns N versions of the plan over the
mentioned period. Replay query 2 retrieves the the first version of the plan no (@DEID,@SPID) (X,PID).
In replay query 3, it is required to retrieve How many
times was the rule R of the schedule S of the plan (X,PID)
executed, and why. The OF element specifies the replayable
information using the function count, which counts the
states, whose value is executed, of the rule R of the schedule S of the plan no (X,PID). This query shows how and why
parts of the replayable information. So, the actual evaluation of the event and condition elements are to be shown for
each execution of R. The replayed period is the period, at
which R was executed, as specified using the function meet.

replay query 1
REPLAY PLAN p1
SHOW When OF p1
WHERE p1[@DEID = X and @SPID = PID]
and p1.overlaps(valid(TP1,TP2))
replay query 2
REPLAY PLAN p1
SHOW When OF FIRST(p1)
WHERE p1[@DEID = X and @SPID = PID]
replay query 3
REPLAY RULE plan[@DEID = X and @SPID = PID]
//schedule[@IDREF=S]/rule[@IDREF=A] R
SHOW How, Why OF count(R.state[value/status=’executed’]
WHERE R.meet(valid(R.state[value/status=’executed’]))
replay query 4
REPLAY PLAN p1,p2
SHOW When, How, Why OF p1
WHERE p1[@DEID = X1 and @SPID = PID1] and
p2[@DEID = X2 and @SPID = PID2] and
NOT(p1.precedes(valid(p2.state[value=ST])))

Figure 4. AIMQL replay queries.
Replay query 4 replays the history of plan no (X1,PID1)
after the validity period of the state ST of the plan no
(X2,PID2). In this query the variables X1, PID1, ST, X2,
and PID2 are to be replaced with appropriate values. This
replay query returns the versions of the plan no (X1,PID1),
whose validity period does not precede the validity period
of the state ST of the plan no (X2,PID2). This query helps
in comparing the progress of two different patients, to who
the same generic plan is applied.

5. A Prototype System
We have utilized the modern DBSs that provide XML
data management and triggering mechanism, as discussed
in [17, 18], to develop a proof-of-concept system, called
AIMS [17], for managing the rule-based information. AIMS
maps the AIMQL replay queries into XQuery scripts that
are to be executed by the DBS.

5.1. Conceptual Architecture
The conceptual architecture of AIMS is illustrated in Figure 5. AIMS was implemented using DB2 and Java. The
main components of AIMS are the Complex Information
Manager, Rule Manager, Information Manager, and Communication Manager. The Complex Information Manager
supports the management of the rule-based information at
a high level. The domain users and information providers,
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Figure 5. the AIMS conceptual architecture.
such as patient information systems or stock items systems,
deal with Complex Information Manager through the Communication Manager. The Rule Manager extends the triggering mechanism of the DBS to support the advanced features of the rule-based information, and recording the execution history. The Information Manager extends the XML
support provided by DBSs to provide temporal support and
utilizes the DBS to validate and store the DRD OC document using its XML Schema shown in Figure 1. One of the
main roles of Information Manager is to map the AIMQL
queries into XQuery scripts.

5.2. Mapping Replay Queries into XQuery
The AIMQL replay query is a declarative query, which
means that the user does not need to know the structure of
the rule-based information. The translator knows the structure (elements and attributes) of the DRD OC documents.
The translator generates the equivalent XQuery script that
constructs a new XML document as a result of the AIMQL
replay query. Each part of an AIMQL replay query is translated into its corresponding XQuery. The AIMQL replay
query consists of REPLAY, SHOW, and WHERE.
The AIMQL variables are defined in the REPLAY clause
to access specific elements that are subject to be replayed.
These elements must be of type plan, schedule, or rule.
The variables might be restricted using a specific condition, which might be specified in the REPLAY or WHERE
clauses. If the variable appears in the SHOW clause that
means there is a need to set up an iteration through the element associated to the variable. For example, if a variable
P1 is of type plan, that needs to set up an iteration through
the plan element and its sub-elements, such as schedule and
rule. Setting up iterations through these sub-element is implicitly demanded.
The XQuery provides the FOR clause support the iter-

XQUERY
declare namespace xsd =”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”;
for $p1 in
db2-fn:xmlcolumn(’AIM ESPlan TAB.ESPDOC’)//Plan[@DEID=X and @SPID=PID]
where(
( xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) = xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) )
)
return
<Plan domainEntity ID=”{$p1/@DEID}” protocol ID=”{$p1/@SPID}”
startTime=”{$p1/@startTime}” endTime=”{$p1/@endTime}”>
{for $PState in $p1/state
return <state startTime=”{$PState/@startTime}” endTime=”{$PState/@endTime}”>
{ $PState/value[( ( xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) <= xsd:dateTime(@endTime) ) and
( xsd:dateTime(@startTime) = xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) )
)] }</state> } {for $PSches in $p1/schedules
return <schedules startTime=”{$PSches/@startTime}” endTime=”{$PSches/@endTime}”>
{ for $sch in $PSches/schedule
where (
( xsd:dateTime($sch/@startTime) = xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) )
)
return <schedule IDREF=”{$sch/@IDREF}” startTime=”{$sch/@startTime}” endTime=”{$sch/@endTime}”>
<scheduleRules startTime=”{$sch/scheduleRules/@startTime}” endTime=”{$sch/scheduleRules/@endTime}”>
{
for $rul in $sch/scheduleRules/rule
where (
( xsd:dateTime($rul/@startTime) = xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) )
)
return <rule IDREF=”{$rul/@IDREF}” startTime=”{$rul/@startTime}” endTime=”{$rul/@endTime}”>
{for $RState in $rul/state
return <state startTime=”{$RState/@startTime}” endTime=”{$RState/@endTime}”>
{
$RState/value[( ( xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) <= xsd:dateTime(@endTime) ) and
( xsd:dateTime(@startTime) = xsd:dateTime($p1/@startTime) )
)]
}</state>
}</rule>
}</scheduleRules></schedule>
}</schedules>
} </Plan>

which is the standard W3C XML Schema. This name space
is defined using the key word declare.
This query has only one variable, p1, of type plan. Using
the variable template, a FOR clause is generated to define
the XQuery variable $p1 that iterates over the plan, whose
DEID attribute is X and SPID attribute is PID. The function
db2-fn:xmlcolumn is used to access the plans stored in the
AIM ESPlan TAB.ESPDOC table.

6. Evaluation
This section discusses the experiments that evaluate the
storage efficiency and the execution performance of DRD OC and AIMQL, respectively. These experiments have
been tested on Debian 4, a Linux system, and an Intel Pentium III processor machine, whose configuration is one Gigabyte RAM and 40 Gigabyte hard disk.

6.1. The storage eﬃciency
The DRD OC document is a temporal XML document
that records all the changes produced by updating the DRD OC document. Most of these changes add a new state to
an element of the DRD OC document. For example, executing the rule M AP3 every two days adds a new executed
state under the rule element. These changes might be also
adding a new rule, such as M AP2 that adds a new rule,
M AP3 . Consequentially, the storage management of the
DRD OC document is of critical importance and the main
factor of the AIMS storage management performance.
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ation. Consequentially, the variables appear in the SHOW
clause are defined within an XQuery FOR clause. However, if variables do not appear in the SHOW clause, its expressions in the AIMQL replay query are defined within an
XQuery LET clause, which binds the variable to a specific
value. For example, the AIMQL replay query 4 defines two
variables of type plan, p1 and p2, as shown in Figure 4. The
variable p1 is used in the SHOW clause. The variable p2 is
used only in one expression in the WHERE clause.
XQuery uses functions, such as doc and collection, to
access XML documents from within a query [28]. In DB2,
an XQuery can obtain input data by calling a function
named db2-fn:xmlcolumn with a parameter that identifies
the table name and column name of an XML column in a
DB2 table [10]. The tables representing the AIMS XML
repository are AIM ESPlan TAB, AIM Protocol TAB, and
AIM GlobalRules TAB. These tables include attributes of
XML type to store the rule-based information formalized
using the DRD OC model.
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Figure 6. The XQuery generated to query 2.
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Figure 7. The storage efficiency.

5.3. An Example
Figure 6 depicts an the XQuery script for the AIMQL
replay query 2 shown in Figure 4. This XQuery script returns a complete DRD OC document that represents the initial plan of the domain entity X and this plan is generated
from the protocol PID. The XQuery statement in DB2 starts
with the key word XQuery, as shown in Figure 6. It is
needed to define the name space used to execute this query,

This experiment compares the size of the DRD OC document with the number of updates that take place in them.
The growing in the plan size is almost linear to the number of updates, as shown in Figure 7. This linearity assists
in estimating the DRD OC document size after N number
of updates, such that most of the updates are changes on the
rule state. Such change is represented using a value element
of almost fixed size, see Figure 1. In conclusion, the AIMS
storage management is stable to the number of updates.

6.2. The Query Performance
AIMS translates the AIMQL replay queries into a pure
XQuery scripts, which is to be executed by the DB2 XQuery
engine. DB2 provides different tools, such as db2batch, to
analyze the runtime performance of queries. The db2batch
returns the elapsed time spent for executing the given query.
The size of the DRD OC document is of critical importance
and the main factor of the AIMS query performance because the DRD OC documents grow over time.
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be executed by the DBS. The evaluation of the AIMS storage and query performance shows positive results.
Currently we are doing additional experiments with different workloads and query sets. There are also several future work concerning the replay method presented in this
paper. The AIMQL replay queries return a temporal XML
document, which represents the replayed execution history
of the rule-based information. This replayed information is
visualized as a text that could be browsed using any XML
or Web browser. This visualization mechanism is primitive
and does not provide high level view. It is needed to develop
an advanced graphical visualization mechanism to review
the replayed information in a way similar to a movie player.
Morever, there is a need to develop a method that provides
automatic discovery of information from the execution history of the rule-based information. This discovered information can be assist in auditing, analyzing and improving
already enacted rule-based information.
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Figure 8. The query performance.
This experiment compares the query execution elapsed
time with the size of DRD OC documents, which accessed
in the query. The experiment is achieved using a complicated query, which accesses a DRD OC document and scans
it three time for calculating the number of executing its rules
and returning the recent instance of the plan represented in
this document. The query runtime performance is almost
linear to the size of the DRD OC document participating in
the query, as shown in Figure 8.

7. Conclusion and Outlook
This paper has presented a replay support management
for information formalized as rules. This replay support
management is based on an XML-based model, called DRD OC, and a replay query language, called AIMQL. The
DRD OC model formalizes the rule-based information and
its execution history as one temporal XML document. The
AIMQL replay language is a language that plays over again
the history of the DRD OC documents to show in details
the actions that were carried out during the execution of the
rule-based information.
The AIMQL is distinguished by the ability to specifying
declaratively the reviewed history of the rule-based information at a high level. Furthermore, the AIMQL is able to
use the components, such as plan, schedule or rule, of the
rule-based information as first class object. The paper highlights a proof-of-concept system, called AIMS, that maps
the AIMQL replay queries into XQuery scripts that are to
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